Property protection

OIL & GAS

Coverage features you’d expect from the insurance leader in the oil and gas industry
- Buildings
- Business personal property
- Unscheduled equipment you lease or rent from others
- Newly acquired equipment
- Pollution cleanup and removal

Plus these other enhancements included in your coverage:
- Limited collapse coverage
- Debris removal
- Preservation of property
- Loss in value of undamaged portion of damaged building

Additional benefits available, many with coverages and limits not available in standard ISO forms such as:
- $25,000 computer breakdown
- $10,000 random attack – hacking event or computer virus
- $25,000 sewer backup or overflow
- $25,000 property in transit

There are several time element options available including Travelers’ specialized and proprietary blanket earning and extra expense coverage.

There’s more to insurance than your policy contract

Travelers offers specialized service to help you prevent serious loss
We were first to develop a team of risk control professionals dedicated exclusively to the oil and gas industry, which has become one of the most respected in the country.
We bring many years of hands-on experience to your company, as well as a wealth of knowledge on the latest risk control solutions.

Specialized claims teams are available 24/7 to help you keep operating in the event of a loss. You can be assured that when you need us, we’re here to help.